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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The ANTIDOTE project starts with a
research phase, implemented at the local

level by all partners. The focus is on
political discourse finalized to claim

moral monopoly and to polarize public
opinion through regular stigmatization of

"others", "migrants" or "minorities". This
research aims to attract attention to the
political interpretations of social reality

that combine mixed and confused
concepts such as crisis and migration, or

terrorism and migration, that lead to
polarization of public opinion.
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ITALY
Stigmatization of "Others," Migrants, and Minorities
in Political Discourse

 1.Historical context

Italy's experience with migration is historically recent compared to
other Western European countries. Post-WWII Italy saw significant
internal migration (south to north) and emigration to other
countries. It wasn't until the late 20th century that Italy began
experiencing consistent immigration from outside Europe. 

2.Emergence of the
Lega Nord 

Founded in the early 1990s, Lega
Nord (Northern League) initially

pushed for greater autonomy for
Northern Italy, emphasizing a

perceived economic disparity where
the north "subsidized" the south. This

regionalist sentiment later shifted
towards a broader Italian

nationalism, especially under Matteo
Salvini's leadership, targeting

external migrants.

3.Matteo Salvini and the
Rise of Anti-Immigrant
Rhetoric
As the leader of Lega, Salvini
skillfully utilized the European
migrant crisis as a central theme,
tying national security, economic
welfare, and cultural preservation to
anti-immigrant sentiment. His
frequent portrayals of migrants,
especially from Africa and the
Middle East, as potential criminals,
"benefit shoppers," or cultural
threats played on existing anxieties.
 

4.Media’s Role
Certain media outlets, especially those leaning right, have been accused of
promoting or sensationalizing stories that negatively depict migrants,
reinforcing stereotypes and biases. This has contributed to a perception
that migration is linked with increased crime, despite numerous studies
showing no direct correlation.



5.The Role of the Catholic Church
The Vatican, under Pope Francis, has taken a pro-
migrant stance, advocating for compassion and
open doors. This has created a dichotomy in Italy,
where a large Catholic population often finds itself
torn between religious teachings of acceptance and
political narratives of exclusion.

6.Economic context

Economic stagnation and high
youth unemployment have

further fueled anti-immigrant
sentiments. Many Italians feel left

behind by globalization and the
EU. In this environment, migrants
are an easy scapegoat, accused of
taking jobs, suppressing wages, or

burdening welfare systems.

Lega's rise to power, especially in
coalition with the Five Star
Movement, saw the
implementation of stricter
immigration policies, including
the controversial security decrees
which aimed to reduce the
number of asylum seekers
receiving humanitarian protection
in Italy.

7. Coalition Politics

8.Local Resistance & Solidarity Movements:

Despite the national rhetoric, numerous grassroots movements and
localities in Italy have shown solidarity with migrants. Cities like Riace
in Calabria gained international attention for their integration models.
 

9.Shifts in Discourse

While the migration issue remains central, there's an evolution in
discourse. Salvini's emphasis on Italy's sovereignty against
perceived EU overreach and his "Italians first" rhetoric intertwine
economic concerns with identity politics.



Conclusion
Italy's debate around migration is complex and

influenced by various factors, including
economic anxieties, national identity, and the

European context. While anti-migrant
sentiments have been amplified by certain

political figures and media outlets, Italy also
has a strong tradition of civil society

engagement and solidarity, reflecting the
nation's multifaceted relationship with the

topic.



BOSNIA
HERZEGOVINA

The Interplay of Identity and Politics

 1.Historical Context 
Bosnia and Herzegovina's multi-ethnic and multi-religious makeup has
always made it a crossroads of civilizations. Historically, it has been
home to Bosniak (Bosnian Muslims), Serb (Orthodox Christian), and
Croat (Catholic Christian) populations living in relative harmony.

2.The Yugoslav Legacy
Being a part of Yugoslavia, BiH was

embedded in a socialist federation that
promoted 'brotherhood and unity'

among various ethnicities. However, the
fall of communism and the subsequent
rise of nationalism in the late 1980s and

early 1990s set the stage for ethnic
tensions.

The Bosnian War was characterized
by ethnic cleansing, sieges, and
genocide. The war’s end at the
Dayton Accords led to a partition of
sorts, with BiH divided into two
entities: the Federation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (mostly Bosniak
and Croat) and Republika Srpska
(mostly Serb).

3.1992-1995 War 

4.Political Structure and Ethnic Identity
Post-war, the political system was designed around ethnic quotas, where
positions of power are allocated based on ethnic identities. This system
has often perpetuated divisions, as politicians appeal to nationalist
sentiments for votes.

5.S erb Nationalism in Republika Srpska:
Leaders like Milorad Dodik have frequently used Serb nationalist rhetoric,
questioning the legitimacy of the Bosnian state and flirting with the idea of
secession or unification with Serbia.



6.Croat Concern
The Croat population, being the smallest of the
three, often expresses feelings of marginalization.
Some nationalist leaders advocate for a third entity
for Croats, further complicating the political
discourse.

While Bosniak identity is
closely tied to Islam, it's

largely cultural. However,
there have been concerns
(often inflated by political

agendas) about
radicalization, especially with

foreign influences post-war.

7.Bosniak Identity
and the Role of

Islam 

8.Media’s Role

The media landscape in BiH is ethnically
fragmented, with media outlets often
catering to specific ethnic groups. This
reinforces division, as narratives are
crafted to resonate with particular
identities, often emphasizing grievances
and victimhood.

 
9.Economic Stagnation and Corruption

Widespread corruption and economic challenges further fuel
resentment. Ethnicity sometimes becomes a scapegoat, with
groups blaming "the other" for economic woes, rather than
systemic issues.

10.The EU and International Community 
BiH's aspiration to join the EU has been a unifying factor.
However, the EU's insistence on reforms, especially around
human rights and governance, has sometimes been framed by
local politicians as external interference, pitting national
identity against perceived foreign influences.

11.Civil Society and Youth
Despite political divisions, many grassroots organizations and
youth movements in BiH advocate for unity, reconciliation, and a
shared Bosnian identity. They challenge divisive narratives and
work towards a more integrated future.



Conclusion

Bosnia and Herzegovina's political discourse is
deeply intertwined with its ethnic identities

and traumatic past. While the Dayton system
brought peace, it entrenched divisions at the
political level. However, beneath the political

surface, many in BiH aspire for unity and a
shared identity that transcends ethnicity. The

challenge lies in reconciling past traumas with
future aspirations.



HUNGARY
Politics of Identity and Sovereignty

 
1.Historical backdrop 

Historically, Hungary has a narrative of loss and resilience, with the
Treaty of Trianon in 1920 being particularly poignant. It resulted in
Hungary losing a significant portion of its territory, and this narrative
still resonates in today's politics, fostering a sense of nationalistic
grievance.

2.Orbán's Rise and
Political Consolidation

Since returning to power in 2010,
Viktor Orbán has transformed the

country's political landscape. Under
the banner of building an "illiberal

democracy," he's centralized power,
curtailed some freedoms, and crafted

a strongman image.

3.Migration Crisis and
Hungary

The 2015 migration crisis became a
cornerstone for Orbán's politics.
Portraying migrants, especially
Muslims, as threats to Europe's and
Hungary's Christian identity, Orbán
erected border fences and defied
EU refugee resettlement plans.
This approach bolstered his
domestic image as a defender of
Hungarian sovereignty against EU
"overreach."

 

4.Soros and the "Globalist Agenda"
George Soros, a Hungarian-American billionaire philanthropist,
became a central figure in Orbán's political narrative. Soros's support
for open societies and refugees was framed by Orbán as a "globalist
agenda" to weaken nation-states and European identity. This
culminated in the so-called "Stop Soros" laws, targeting NGOs that
support migration.



5.The European Union and Hungary
The relationship between Hungary and the EU is
complex. While benefiting from EU funds, Orbán
frequently critiques Brussels for perceived
infringements on national sovereignty. This plays
well domestically, where many Hungarians view the
EU as elitist and out of touch.
. Under Orbán, there's been

significant consolidation of
media outlets under
government-friendly

ownership. This has resulted
in a media landscape

echoing the government's
narrative, reinforcing the

portrayal of migrants, the EU,
and other "opponents" as

threats.

6.Media’s Role 

Christian identity is a crucial
component of Orbán's narrative. By
emphasizing Hungary as a bulwark of
Christianity, he taps into historical
notions of Hungary defending
Europe, as seen during the Ottoman
wars.

 8.Economic Perspectives
 While migration and identity are prominent in the discourse, Orbán
also touts economic successes, portraying his governance as a
golden era of stability and growth in contrast to prior
administrations.

10.Regional Dynamics 
Hungary's stance often finds resonance with other Visegrád Group
countries (Poland, Czech Republic, and Slovakia). This regional solidarity
further reinforces Orbán's positioning against external pressures,
particularly from the EU.

7.Identity and Religion
 

9.Opposition and Civil Society
Despite the dominant narrative, Hungary has a vibrant civil society.
Opposition parties, student groups, and NGOs often challenge the
government's policies and its portrayal of the "other." They argue for a
more inclusive, liberal, and pro-European vision for Hungary.



Conclusion
Viktor Orbán's Hungary offers a lens into the

interplay of history, identity, and politics in the
21st century. His portrayal of the "other" –

whether migrants, globalists, or EU bureaucrats
– serves to solidify his image as Hungary's
protector, even as it draws criticism from

various quarters domestically and
internationally.



ROMANIA
Dynamics of Identity, Governance, and External Relations

 1.Historical context 

Romania's history is a tapestry of various influences, from Roman
colonization to Ottoman rule and the influences of neighboring
empires. Its post-World War II period under communist rule had
significant implications on its national identity and governance,
which lasted until the 1989 revolution.

2.Transition to
Democracy

The 1989 revolution marked the end of
Nicolae Ceaușescu’s dictatorship and the

beginning of Romania's tumultuous
transition to democracy. This period was

marked by significant political and
economic challenges, including

corruption, a struggle to establish rule of
law, and the challenges of transitioning

to a market economy.

3.National Identity and
the "Other"

Historically, Romania has had issues
concerning the Hungarian minority
in Transylvania and the Roma
population. While Hungarian
minority rights have been addressed
to a significant extent (with the
Democratic Union of Hungarians in
Romania participating in
governance), the Roma population
often remains marginalized and
faces both social and institutional
discrimination.

 

4.Migration and Romania

Unlike Hungary or Italy, Romania hasn't been a frontline state in the
European migration crisis. However, it has its own story of emigration,
with millions of Romanians seeking opportunities in Western Europe
post-accession to the EU in 2007. This diaspora has influenced Romanian
politics, particularly around voting rights and political representation.



5.Corruption and Governance
Romania's political discourse in recent years has been
dominated by the topic of corruption. Anti-corruption
movements and the role of the National Anticorruption
Directorate (DNA) have been central. Large-scale
protests in recent years, like those in 2017 and 2018,
demonstrate public desire for transparency,
accountability, and robust democratic institutions.

Romania's accession to the
European Union in 2007 has had a

profound influence on its politics
and governance. The EU often

serves as a benchmark for reforms,
especially in justice and the rule of

law. However, there's also some
criticism and skepticism, especially
when Brussels is perceived as being

overly critical or interventionist.

6.The Role of the EU 

Like many countries in the region,
Romania's media is often polarized,
with some outlets being seen as
politically aligned or under the
influence of powerful oligarchs. This
can influence public narratives,
especially concerning domestic
politics and perceptions of the
"other."

 8.Religion and Identity 
 The Romanian Orthodox Church plays a significant role in shaping
national identity. It often wields influence in political and social
matters, such as opposing LGBTQ rights or influencing education
policies.

10.Civil Society and Youth 
Civil society in Romania is vibrant, with younger generations, in
particular, advocating for progressive values, environmental concerns,
and robust democratic governance. They often challenge narratives of
xenophobia or narrow nationalism and advocate for a cosmopolitan
and inclusive Romania.

7.Media Landscape 

9.Economic Narratives
Discussions on Romania's economic direction, its ties with Western
Europe, and the challenges of brain drain are prevalent. There's a
balance between showcasing Romania's growth and potential while
addressing disparities and systemic challenges.



Romania's political discourse is a blend of
historical narratives, the challenges and

aspirations of a post-communist state, and the
influences of external entities like the EU. While

issues concerning the "other" exist, notably
regarding the Roma population, much of
Romania's discourse is inward-focused,
grappling with its identity, governance

challenges, and its place in Europe.

Conclusion



ALBANIA
Intersections of History, Identity, and Modern Politics

 
1.Historical Background 

Albania's history is marked by its position at the crossroads of
empires, from the Roman and Byzantine to the Ottoman. It
declared independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1912 but
experienced multiple foreign occupations throughout World War I
and II.

2.Communist Era

Under Enver Hoxha, who ruled from
the end of WWII until his death in
1985, Albania became one of the

world's most isolated and repressive
communist states. The legacy of this
era – including widespread atheism

due to Hoxha's strict anti-religion
policies – still influences contemporary

discourse.

3.Transitionto Democracy 

The early 1990s saw Albania's shift
from communism to a multi-party
democracy. The transition was rocky,
marked by economic collapse,
pyramid schemes, and civil unrest in
1997. However, successive
governments have made efforts to
integrate Albania into international
institutions.

 4.European Aspirations
Albania's political discourse is heavily influenced by its aspiration to
join the European Union. The promise of EU accession has been a
guiding force for reforms, particularly in justice, corruption, and human
rights.

5.Religious Coexistence
Historically, Albania has been a melting pot of religions – primarily
Islam, Orthodoxy, and Catholicism. The communist-era atheism
campaign sought to suppress these identities. Today, Albania is often
touted as a model of religious harmony in the Balkans, with interfaith
dialogue being a celebrated aspect of its national identity.



6.National Identity and the "Other"
While Albania hasn't been at the epicenter of the
European refugee crisis, discussions about national
identity, particularly in relation to its neighbors, are
prominent. The country has a kin relationship with
ethnic Albanians in Kosovo and parts of North
Macedonia, and this pan-Albanian identity sometimes
influences politics and foreign policy.

As with other countries in the
region, corruption remains a

significant concern in Albania.
Addressing this has been

crucial for its EU accession
aspirations, and it remains a

focal point in domestic political
discourse.

7.Corruption and
Governance 

Albania's media, although diverse,
faces challenges related to
freedom and independence.
There have been concerns about
media outlets being influenced by
political or business interests,
which can shape public narratives.

 

9.Economic Challenges and Opportunities

Albania's discourse is rife with discussions on economic
development, attracting foreign investment, and integrating with
European markets. The challenges of brain drain, with many young
Albanians seeking opportunities abroad, also feature prominently.

10.Civil Society 

Albania's civil society has been vibrant in pushing for reforms,
transparency, and human rights. Grassroots movements and NGOs play
a significant role in shaping public discourse, advocating for a more
democratic and open Albania.

8.Media Landscape



Albania, while rooted in its rich history and
traditions, grapples with the challenges and
aspirations of a modern European state. The

interplay of its past – from its Ottoman legacy
to its communist isolation – with its European

aspirations creates a complex and multifaceted
political discourse. For a thorough

understanding of Albania's nuances, engaging
with its cultural narratives, academic works,

and the experiences of its people is essential.

Conclusion



From Identity Debates to European Hopes
 

1.Historical Foundations
The region known today as North Macedonia has been home to diverse
civilizations and empires, from the ancient Kingdom of Paeonia to
Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman rule. This rich history creates a
complex tapestry of influences.

2.The Name Dispute
For nearly three decades, a significant
issue in North Macedonian discourse

was its name dispute with Greece,
rooted in claims over historical and

cultural heritage associated with
"Macedonia." The Prespa Agreement in

2018 resolved this, renaming the
country from "Republic of Macedonia"
to "Republic of North Macedonia." This

agreement, while paving the way for EU
and NATO aspirations, was polarizing

domestically.

Ethnic tensions, particularly
between ethnic Macedonians and
Albanians, have played a
significant role in the country's
post-independence history. The
Ohrid Framework Agreement in
2001 addressed some of these
issues, granting more rights to the
Albanian minority and ensuring
power-sharing mechanisms.

3.Ethnic Dynamics

4.European and NATO Aspirations
Much of the political discourse in North Macedonia revolves around its
desire to join the European Union and NATO. While the Prespa
Agreement accelerated its NATO accession (completed in 2020), EU
accession talks have been more complicated, with Bulgaria raising
concerns over history and language.

REPUBLIC OF NORTH
MACEDONIA



5.Economic Concerns
Economic growth, unemployment, and integration with European
markets are central to the national discourse. The country seeks to
balance its own development needs with EU accession criteria.

Issues of corruption, political
accountability, and rule of law

are often at the forefront of
domestic discussions. These

themes are intertwined with
North Macedonia's European

aspirations, as reforms in these
areas are crucial for EU

integration.

6.Political Integrity and
Governance 

Media freedom and plurality
remain areas of concern. While
there's a diverse media
environment, concerns about
political influence, journalist
safety, and media ownership
concentration persist.

 8.Religious and Cultural Identity 
 The majority of the population identifies as Eastern Orthodox
Christian, with a significant Muslim minority, primarily among the
Albanians. While there's a general sense of coexistence, religion
subtly factors into the broader ethnic dynamics.

10.Regional Dynamics 
North Macedonia's relationships with its neighbors, especially Serbia,
Kosovo, and Albania, influence its domestic and foreign policy. The
shared goal of many Western Balkan states to join the EU creates both a
sense of camaraderie and competition.

7.Media Landscape 

9.Civil Society’s Role

Non-governmental organizations, activists, and student groups play an
essential role in North Macedonian society, advocating for everything
from environmental issues to LGBTQ+ rights. Their voice is pivotal in
pushing the nation towards more inclusive and democratic governance.



The Republic of North Macedonia stands at the
crossroads of historical identity debates and
aspirations for a European future. Its journey,

from navigating ethnic tensions to resolving the
name dispute, reflects its resilience and

determination. As with other nations,
understanding North Macedonia requires an

immersion in its contemporary dialogues,
historical narratives, and the diverse

perspectives of its citizenry.

Conclusion



POLAND
Historical Resilience, Modern Challenges, and a Future
in Europe

 

1.Historical Legacy 

Poland has a storied history, marked by partitions, invasions, and
foreign dominations. Its resilience and struggle for independence,
especially during WWII and the Solidarity movement in the 1980s,
form the backbone of its national identity.

2.Transition from
Communism

The fall of communism, marked by
the Round Table Talks and

subsequent elections in 1989, set
Poland on its path to democracy. The

challenges of this transition, from
economic reforms to building

democratic institutions, have shaped
the nation's trajectory.

3.European Integration

Poland's accession to the European
Union in 2004 signaled its aspiration
to be part of a united Europe. While
the EU has been influential in
guiding reforms, there have been
tensions around topics like judicial
independence, media freedom, and
rule of law.

 

4.Justice and Law Party (PiS) Era
Since its rise to power in 2015, the conservative Law and Justice Party
(PiS) has been a dominant force in Polish politics. Under its governance,
Poland has seen significant policy shifts, such as controversial judicial
reforms that have caused tensions with the EU.

5.Societal Divisions and the "Other"
Poland has seen growing divisions on issues like LGBTQ+ rights, abortion,
and migration. PiS has often framed itself as a defender of traditional
Polish, Catholic values against a perceived "liberal Western influence." This
has occasionally involved the portrayal of migrants, especially Muslims, as
potential threats.



6.Media Dynamics

Media freedom and independence are subjects of
concern in contemporary Poland. State control or
influence over public broadcasters and attempts to rein
in independent media have generated significant
domestic and international critique.

Catholicism is deeply
interwoven with Polish identity.

The Church has significant
influence over social and

political matters, often
endorsing conservative stances,

especially on issues like
abortion and LGBTQ+ rights.

7.Religion and National
Identity 

Poland's economic journey since
the 1990s is often cited as a
success story, with consistent
growth and integration into
European markets. However,
discussions about regional
disparities, social safety nets, and
the future of the Polish economy
remain paramount.

 
9.Civil Society and Youth
Despite the conservative turn in Polish politics, civil society remains
vibrant. Protests, like the Black Protests against restrictive abortion
laws or youth-led climate marches, show a dynamic society
engaging with its democratic rights.

10.Geopolitical Positioning

Poland's location between Germany and Russia places it in a strategic
position in European geopolitics. Its relationship with Russia, historical
apprehensions, and its role in NATO shape its defense and foreign
policies.

8.Economic Growth and
Challenges



Poland's political discourse is a blend of its
historical struggles for sovereignty, its journey
as a post-communist state, and its navigation

within the broader European community. It's a
nation grappling with its identity, seeking to

balance traditional values with the demands of
a modern, integrated Europe. To truly

understand Poland, one must engage with its
cultural narratives, its historical memory, and

the diverse voices that shape its contemporary
dialogues.

Conclusion



MALTA
Small Island, Grand Narratives, and Complex Discourses

 

1.Historical Context 

Strategically located in the Mediterranean, Malta's history is
punctuated by periods of foreign rule: from the Phoenicians and
Romans to the Knights of St. John and the British Empire. This
layered history influences its modern identity.

2.Post-independence
Era 

Gaining independence from Britain in
1964, Malta declared itself a republic in
1974. This era saw the nation grappling

with its new-found autonomy and
positioning itself on the world stage.

.

3.European Integration

Malta's accession to the European
Union in 2004 marked a pivotal turn
in its global orientation. While it
brought economic growth and
infrastructural development, it also
embedded Malta in larger European
political dynamics.

 

4.Migration and the ‘Other’ 
Due to its location, Malta has been at the forefront of the Mediterranean
migration crisis. Migrants, often from Africa and the Middle East, arriving
on its shores have sometimes been portrayed as a "threat" to Maltese
identity and resources. This narrative has been used by certain political
groups to polarize public opinion and rally support.

5.Economic Considerations
As one of the smallest EU member states, Malta’s economy has been a
focal point of discourse. Its financial services, tourism, and recently, the e-
gaming industry, have fueled its economy, but debates about
sustainability, over-dependence, and financial transparency are rife.



6.Religious and National Identity
Predominantly Roman Catholic, the Church holds
significant sway in Malta. While it serves as a
cornerstone of Maltese identity, it's also a lens through
which issues like divorce, abortion, and LGBTQ+ rights
are debated, sometimes portraying progressive stances
as being "foreign" or "other."

The assassination of journalist
Daphne Caruana Galizia in 2017

spotlighted concerns about
freedom of the press,

corruption, and the state of
democracy in Malta. Her

investigations and the
subsequent revelations

polarized public opinion and
called the credibility of

institutions into question.

7.Media Landscape 

Malta’s two-party system,
dominated by the Labour Party
and the Nationalist Party, has seen
tensions, particularly in the wake
of the aforementioned
assassination. Accusations of
corruption and claims to moral
high ground have been staples of
their discourses.
 

9.Minority and Inclusion
While the migrant issue is most pronounced, Malta also grapples
with issues concerning its smaller minorities, like the small Jewish
and Muslim communities. There's a balance to strike between
acknowledging these communities and the fear of "diluting" Maltese
culture.

10.Civil Society and Activism

In response to the polarizing narratives from mainstream politics,
Maltese civil society has been increasingly vocal. Grassroots movements
and NGOs play pivotal roles in counter-narratives, advocating for
migrant rights, transparency, and progressive reforms.

8.Political Scenarios



Malta, with its rich history and strategic
location, finds itself navigating complex

modern narratives. The island's discourses often
oscillate between preserving a distinct Maltese

identity and integrating with broader global
dynamics. The challenge lies in ensuring that
the polarization fueled by certain narratives
does not overshadow the nation's inherently
inclusive and diverse nature. Understanding

Malta necessitates diving deep into its
historical legacies, contemporary challenges,

and the vibrant voices that make up its societal
tapestry.

Conclusion



SPAIN
Historical Layers, Regional Dynamics, and Contemporary
Tensions

 

1.Historical Backdrop 
Spain's rich history, from its Roman past to the Reconquista and the
era of global exploration, sets the stage for its modern identity. The
Spanish Civil War and the subsequent Francoist dictatorship deeply
influenced Spain's political trajectory.

2.Post-Franco
Democracy

After Franco's death in 1975, Spain
transitioned to democracy,

culminating in the 1978 Constitution.
This foundational document sought to

balance regional autonomy with
national unity, but debates over its

interpretation persist.

3.Regional Tensions and
the Catalan Question 

One of the most contentious issues
in modern Spain is the push for
Catalan independence. Nationalist
parties, claiming a distinct Catalan
identity and history, have clashed
with the central government. The
2017 independence referendum
intensified these divisions, with
both sides claiming moral
authority.

 
4.Migration and Narratives of the 'Other'

Spain's position at the southern edge of Europe makes it a significant
entry point for migrants, especially from Africa. Right-wing parties like
Vox have exploited migration concerns, sometimes portraying migrants
as threats to Spanish culture and jobs. These discourses can polarize
public opinion, particularly during economic downturns.



5.Economic Concerns
The 2008 economic crisis and its aftermath shaped Spain's
political landscape. Concerns about unemployment,
austerity measures, and economic disparities fuelled the rise
of parties like Podemos. Economic challenges often
interplay with debates over migration and regional
autonomy.

Predominantly Catholic,
Spain's religious identity is

intertwined with its history.
However, issues like gay

rights, abortion, and
secularism often pit

progressive forces against
conservative elements within

the Church, with both sides
seeking moral high ground.

6.Religious and
Cultural Fabric

Spain's media landscape is
diverse but polarized.
Accusations of bias, both towards
the central government and
regional entities, are frequent.
Media narratives significantly
influence public perceptions,
especially concerning regional
autonomy and migration.

 
8.Political Landscape 
 Beyond traditional parties like the PSOE and the PP, Spain's political
scene has diversified, with entities like Podemos and Ciudadanos
challenging the status quo. The rise of Vox, a right-wing party, has
shifted discussions on migration, nationalism, and Spanish identity.

10.Civil Society’s Role 
Activist groups, NGOs, and civil society organizations play crucial roles
in Spain. Whether it's advocating for migrant rights, pushing for
environmental reforms, or voicing regional aspirations, these entities
ensure that the Spanish discourse remains multifaceted.

7.Media Dynamics 

9.Minorities and Integration
Beyond the Catalan issue, Spain grapples with integrating various groups,
including its Romani population and recent migrants. Despite being a
country of rich regional identities (Basques, Galicians, etc.), there's a
delicate balance between celebrating this diversity and fears of
fragmentation.



Spain, with its intricate blend of regional
identities, historical layers, and global

aspirations, stands at multiple crossroads. Its
discourse is a dance between past and present,

unity and autonomy, inclusion and identity.
Understanding Spain requires delving into its

regional nuances, historical memories, and the
often-tense dialogues that characterize its

contemporary debates.

Conclusion



PORTUGAL
Maritime Legacy, Colonial Reflections, and Modern
Debates

 

1.Historical Framework 

Portugal’s maritime explorations, starting in the 15th century,
established it as a global power and laid the groundwork for its
colonial empire. The Carnation Revolution of 1974 marked the end of
Portugal's dictatorship and decolonization of African territories.

2.Post-Revolution
Democracy

Following the Carnation Revolution,
Portugal embarked on a democratic
trajectory, marked by the drafting of

the 1976 Constitution. This era brought
sweeping reforms, integration with

Europe, and a reckoning with its
colonial past.

.

3.European Integration

Joining the European Economic
Community (the precursor to the
EU) in 1986, Portugal integrated
deeper into Europe. While EU
membership facilitated economic
and infrastructural growth, it also
introduced new complexities,
especially during the Eurozone crisis.

 

4.Migration and Narratives of the ‘Other’ 

Historically a source of emigrants, Portugal has become more attractive to
migrants, particularly from Portuguese-speaking African countries and
Brazil. While there's a level of cultural affinity, there are challenges of
integration and occasional stigmatization, though less pronounced than
in some other European countries.



5.Economic Dynamics 
The 2008 economic downturn profoundly impacted Portugal,
leading to austerity measures and economic reforms. Economic
challenges have often intersected with discourses around
migration and national identity, although Portugal has largely
been resistant to far-right populist movements.

Predominantly Catholic,
Portugal's religious backdrop

informs many of its societal
norms and festivals.
However, like other

European nations, debates
around secularism, LGBTQ+

rights, and societal
modernization feature

prominently.

6.Cultural and
Religious Identity

Portugal's media environment is
diverse but faces challenges like
media concentration and
financial struggles. The portrayal
of migrants, minorities, and
regional issues varies across
media outlets, influencing public
perceptions.

 

8.Political Scenario
 Portugal's political landscape, dominated by the Socialist Party and
the Social Democratic Party, has been relatively stable. Unlike many
of its European neighbors, Portugal has seen minimal rise in far-right
populism, with mainstream parties largely holding moral
monopolies.

10.Civil Society and Activism 
Grassroots movements, NGOs, and cultural organizations play pivotal
roles in shaping Portuguese discourse. They advocate on issues ranging
from environmental concerns to migrant rights and the
acknowledgment of Portugal's colonial past.

7.Media Landscape 

9.Reflections on Colonial Past
Portugal has a complex relationship with its colonial history. Discussions
about colonialism, race, and the integration of descendants of former
colonies are crucial. The country grapples with celebrating its Age of
Discoveries while reconciling with its colonial misdeeds.



Portugal, with its unique maritime and colonial
legacy, navigates modern challenges while

reflecting on its past. Its discourse is a blend of
introspection, global aspiration, and regional

integration. The country stands as a testament
to the power of historical memory in shaping

contemporary debates, and its resistance to far-
right populism in a changing European

landscape is notable. Understanding Portugal
means engaging with its layered history,
regional affiliations, and the multifaceted

voices that define its modern narrative.

Conclusion



KOSOVO
A Young Nation, Deep Histories, and Contemporary
Struggles

 

1.Historical Context 
Kosovo’s history is deeply intertwined with the broader Balkan
region. Significant events include Ottoman rule, incorporation into
Yugoslavia, and the 1998-1999 conflict, which culminated in NATO
intervention. The province declared independence from Serbia in
2008, but it remains partially recognized internationally.

2.Post-Independence
Landscape 

.After declaring independence, Kosovo
faced challenges related to nation-

building, recognition, and integration
into international systems. Efforts to

join the EU and UN have been central
to its external policies.

3.Ethnic Relations and
Serb Minority

Kosovo is predominantly ethnic
Albanian, but it also has significant
Serbian and other minority
populations. Relations between
ethnic Albanians and Serbs are
complex, sometimes marred by
distrust, historical grievances, and
political machinations that aim to
claim the moral high ground.

 
4.Migration and Diaspora 

Given its tumultuous history, many Kosovars have migrated abroad. The
diaspora, notably in Western Europe and North America, plays a crucial
role in Kosovo's economy and politics. However, there are also narratives
that stigmatize returning migrants or those who wish to leave,
sometimes portraying them as less patriotic.



5.Economic Struggles 
Kosovo faces significant economic challenges, including high
unemployment and reliance on remittances. Economic discussions
often overlap with concerns about corruption, foreign investment,
and the role of the diaspora.

Although a majority Muslim,
Kosovo is secular with

Christian Orthodox and
Catholic minorities. The role

of religion in society and
politics remains a topic of

debate, especially in the
context of global dynamics

surrounding Islam.

6.Cultural and
Religious Identities

Media freedom in Kosovo faces
challenges, including political
interference and financial insecurity.
The portrayal of minorities,
especially Serbs, and contentious
issues related to reconciliation and
justice can be polarizing.

 8.Political Dynamics 
Kosovo’s politics is dominated by figures who played roles in its
independence struggle. Tensions exist between those emphasizing
nationalistic narratives and those pushing for greater reconciliation
and multi-ethnic cooperation.

10.Civil Society Endevours 
NGOs, grassroots movements, and activist groups have been pivotal in
post-war Kosovo. They play roles in peace-building, advocating for
minority rights, and pushing for governmental transparency and
accountability.

7.Media  and Narratives

9.Role of International Community
Kosovo’s history and present are deeply influenced by international actors,
from the UN administration period to the significant EU and US
involvement in its state-building processes. This often leads to debates
about sovereignty, with some factions feeling that too much influence is
ceded to international entities.



Kosovo, Europe's youngest country, grapples
with issues of nationhood, identity, and

reconciliation. Its discourses are shaped by
recent wars, the lingering shadows of history,
and aspirations for a secure future. Engaging

with Kosovo requires understanding its multi-
ethnic fabric, its struggles for global

recognition, and the resilient spirit of its people
who strive for unity amidst diversity.

Conclusion



CYPRUS
Divided Island, Complex Histories, and Paths Towards
Reconciliation

 

1.Historical Framework 

Cyprus’s location at the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa has
made it a strategic prize for various empires. Post-independence
from British rule in 1960, tensions between Greek Cypriots and
Turkish Cypriots culminated in the 1974 conflict, leading to a de facto
division of the island.

2.The Green Line and
Divided Island 

Following the 1974 conflict, Cyprus
was effectively split into the Republic

of Cyprus (south) and the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus

(recognized only by Turkey). The Green
Line, patrolled by UN peacekeepers,

separates the two entities.

3.Intercommunal
Relations and the”Other” 

Ethnic and nationalistic narratives
have stigmatized the "other"
community for decades. Both sides
have grievances, with memories of
violence and displacement fueling
mistrust, even as many individuals
seek reconciliation and coexistence.

 

4.Migration and the Modern “Other” 

Apart from intercommunal tensions, Cyprus has been a destination for
migrants from the Middle East and Africa. Both the north and south
grapple with questions of integration, with some political factions
portraying migrants as threats to Cypriot identity.



5.Economic Dimensions 
The Republic of Cyprus faced a significant banking crisis in 2012-13,
which has influenced discourse around economic policies, EU
relations, and occasionally, migration. The north, with limited
international recognition, faces economic challenges of its own,
heavily reliant on Turkey.

The majority of Greek Cypriots
are Orthodox Christian, while

most Turkish Cypriots are
Muslim. However, Cyprus's

religious landscape is complex,
with both communities

historically living in harmony
before political tensions

escalated.

6.Religious and
Cultural Ties 

Media in Cyprus often reflects the
island's division, with narratives
sometimes reinforcing communal
divides. Reporting on migration,
especially amidst the European
refugee crisis, can be polarizing, with
migrants sometimes stigmatized in
the discourse.

 8.Political Landscape 
The political dynamics in both the Republic of Cyprus and Northern
Cyprus are influenced by their unique statuses. Reunification talks,
relations with Greece and Turkey, and the handling of migration are
all contentious issues in electoral politics.

10.Civil Society and the Push for Reunification
Many Cypriots, from both communities, advocate for reconciliation and
reunification. NGOs, grassroots initiatives, and bi-communal projects
aim to bridge divides, promote shared Cypriot identity, and challenge
divisive narratives.

7.Media Dynamics

9.International Involvement
The UN has long been involved in peacekeeping and reunification efforts.
The EU also plays a role, given the Republic of Cyprus's membership since
2004. The balance between national aspirations and international
recommendations is a continuous debate.



Cyprus, with its sun-kissed shores, bears the
scars of historical divides and contemporary

geopolitical challenges. Its discourse is a
tapestry of ancient ties, modern conflicts, and

hopes for a united future. Engaging with
Cyprus means navigating its dual narratives,

understanding its communal aspirations, and
recognizing the deep-seated desire for peace

that many Cypriots hold dear.

Conclusion



SLOVENIA
From Yugoslav Republic to EU Member, Balancing
Identity and Modern Challenges

 

1.Historical Framework 

Once a part of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia and later the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Slovenia became the first republic to
declare independence in 1991. This move set in motion a series of
events that eventually led to the dissolution of Yugoslavia.

2.Transition to
Independence 

Slovenia underwent a relatively
peaceful transition to independence

compared to other Yugoslav
republics. Its shift towards the West,

culminating in EU and NATO
memberships, marked its post-

independence trajectory.

3.Language, Identity, and
the”Other” 

Slovenian, as a distinct language, is a
strong marker of national identity.
However, the country has also
grappled with the status of "non-
Slovenes", particularly those from
other former Yugoslav republics,
who at times have been portrayed as
the "other" in public discourse.

 

4.Migration and Recent Dynamics 

While not the primary destination for migrants, Slovenia found itself on
the Balkan migration route during the 2015-16 European migrant crisis.
This led to polarized debates, with some political figures using anti-
migrant rhetoric, aligning migrants with security threats or cultural
incompatibility.



5.Economic Evolution 
Transitioning from a socialist system, Slovenia faced economic
challenges but managed to integrate itself into the European
market successfully. Economic debates occasionally overlap with
nationalistic or protectionist sentiments.

The majority of Slovenians
identify as Roman Catholic.

However, the country promotes
secular values, with religion

often considered a private
matter. Interactions between

secular and religious beliefs,
particularly concerning social

issues, animate some public
discourses.

6.Religious and
Cultural Landscape 

Slovenia’s media, like many nations,
faces challenges regarding
ownership concentration and
political influence. The portrayal of
migrants, minorities, or contentious
issues can vary widely, shaping
public perceptions and debates.

 

8.Political Dynamics 
Since independence, Slovenia’s politics have oscillated between
center-left and center-right coalitions. Some parties, particularly on
the right, have occasionally used nationalist or anti-migrant
narratives, claiming moral monopolies on "true" Slovenian values.

10.Civil Society’s Role 

NGOs, grassroots movements, and cultural organizations actively
participate in Slovenian discourse. They address issues from
environmental concerns to minority rights, pushing for more inclusive
narratives and policies.

7.Media Landscape

9.Regional and International Relations

Slovenia maintains complex relations with its neighbors, especially given
historical ties and shared Yugoslav past. Its role in the EU, especially
during moments of crisis, brings both opportunities and challenges.



Slovenia, while one of the smaller European
countries, possesses a rich tapestry of history,
culture, and modern ambition. It presents a

unique interplay of national identity, regional
dynamics, and European aspirations. The

nation’s discourse on migration and minorities
provides insight into broader European

tensions, revealing the challenges and potential
of a continent in flux.

Conclusion



CZECH
REPUBLIC

From Bohemian Roots to Modern European Dynamics

 

1.Historical Framework 
The Czech lands, encompassing Bohemia and Moravia, have historically
been a crossroads of Germanic and Slavic influences. The 20th century
saw the creation of Czechoslovakia in 1918, its division during WWII, the
communist era, and the peaceful dissolution into the Czech Republic
and Slovakia in 1993.

2.Post-Communist
Transformation 

The Velvet Revolution in 1989 marked
the end of communist rule. The Czech

Republic’s subsequent transition
towards a market economy and liberal

democracy also led to its integration
into Western institutions, including the

EU and NATO.

The Czech language and culture are
crucial markers of national identity.
The historical presence of a German-
speaking minority, largely expelled
after WWII, and the relations with
the Slovak minority have impacted
discussions on national identity.

3.Language and Identity

4.Migration and Modern Concerns

The Czech Republic, predominantly ethnically homogenous, has been
relatively insulated from mass migration. However, the European
migrant crisis in 2015-16 saw some political factions employ anti-migrant
rhetoric, tapping into concerns about national identity and security.



5.Economic Considerations 
Transitioning from a centrally planned economy, the Czech
Republic has become one of Central Europe's industrial
powerhouses. Discussions around economic policies sometimes
intersect with concerns about foreign influence or workers from
other countries, especially from Ukraine or Vietnam.

Historically Catholic, the Czech
Republic is now one of Europe’s

most secular countries.
However, the role of religion, or

its absence, continues to
influence cultural and political

discussions, especially
concerning traditional values.

6.Religious Landscape 

The Czech media landscape has seen
concerns about ownership
concentration and potential political
influence. Narratives about the EU,
NATO, migration, or minorities often
shape public opinion, with some
outlets stoking fears or championing
divisive views.

 

8.Political Dynamics 

The political spectrum in the Czech Republic is diverse, with parties
ranging from liberal to conservative to populist. Some parties,
especially right-wing factions, have claimed to be the defenders of
"true" Czech values, occasionally employing polarizing rhetoric
against perceived "others".

10.Civil Society and Engagement 
Czech civil society is vibrant, with NGOs, academic institutions, and
grassroots movements actively participating in shaping the country's
discourse. They often champion inclusive policies, environmental
concerns, and challenge divisive or authoritarian tendencies.

7.Media and Perception

9.Regional Relations
Being landlocked and in the heart of Europe, the Czech Republic
maintains intricate relations with its neighbors. Historical ties with
Germany, Poland, Austria, and especially Slovakia, influence political and
cultural discourse.



The Czech Republic, with its rich history and
strategic location, offers insights into the

evolution of Central European identities in the
face of global challenges. Balancing its deep-

rooted traditions with modern aspirations, the
nation grapples with questions of inclusivity,

European integration, and the essence of
Czechness in a changing world.

Conclusion



CROATIA
From Adriatic Crossroads to European Union Integration

 

1.Historical Framework 

Croatia's storied history is defined by its position on the Adriatic
coast, bridging Central Europe and the Mediterranean. From its
medieval kingdoms to being part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire
and later Yugoslavia, Croatia declared independence in 1991,
following a tumultuous war.

2.War of
Independence 

The early 1990s were marked by the
Croatian War of Independence, a
conflict with Serbian forces and

Yugoslav army units. The war, which
witnessed significant ethnic tension

and displacement, has left lasting
imprints on Croatian national

identity and its relationship with
minorities, especially Serbs.

3.Croatian Identity and
the”Other” 

Croatia has a strong sense of
national identity tied to its
language, culture, and Catholic
faith. However, the trauma of war
and the association of certain
ethnic groups with past conflicts
can lead to stigmatization and
occasional polarization.

4.Migration and Evolving Dynamics 

While Croatia hasn't been the primary destination for migrants, its position
along the Balkan route during the 2015-16 European migrant crisis became
a point of contention. Some political actors framed migration as a
potential threat to Croatian culture and security.

5.Economic Landscape 
Croatia's economy, heavily reliant on tourism, faces challenges concerning
unemployment and emigration. Economic discourse sometimes
intertwines with nationalistic sentiments, especially when foreign
investments or workers are involved.



6.Religious and Cultural Aspect 

The Roman Catholic Church plays an influential role in
Croatia, guiding much of the country's cultural and some
political undertones. Discussions on social issues, especially
around topics like abortion or LGBTQ+ rights, can be
polarized.

Croatia's media landscape has
seen ongoing debates about
freedom of the press, media

ownership, and political
influence. Portrayals of

minorities, especially Serbs, or
contentious topics like

migration, can vary widely,
impacting public perceptions.

7.Media Perspectives 

Croatia’s political scene
comprises a range of parties, but
nationalist undertones can
sometimes emerge, especially
from right-wing factions. These
groups often claim to be the
defenders of authentic Croatian
values and can employ rhetoric
that marginalizes "others".
 

9.Adriatic and European Interactions
Croatia's Adriatic identity and EU membership drive its foreign policy
and regional interactions. Relations with neighboring countries,
especially Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, are influenced by
historical events and current political dynamics.

10.Civil Society’s Voice 

Croatian civil society actively engages in discussions about national
identity, EU integration, minority rights, and more. These organizations,
along with academic institutions, often advocate for a more inclusive
and tolerant Croatia.

8.Political Terrain



Croatia, with its picturesque coastline and rich
heritage, stands at a crossroads of historical
legacies and European aspirations. As the
nation navigates its place in the modern

European framework, its discourse reveals the
tensions of integrating past traumas with
future hopes, the challenges of preserving

national identity while embracing diversity, and
the ongoing journey of defining the Croatian

spirit in a globalized age.

Conclusion
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